Structural and functional identification of regulatory regions and cis elements surrounding the nerve growth factor gene promoter.
The transcriptional mechanisms which contribute to the regulation of nerve growth factor (NGF) production are still largely unknown. We previously expressed the NGF promoter region in transgenic mice to localize cis regulatory elements to within 5 kb of the promoter. To further map these elements, and to begin to study the corresponding transacting factors, we here assayed the effects of 5' deletions and point mutations and examined the binding of nuclear factors to the NGF promoter region using L929 cell fibroblasts. Sequential deletions delineated regions upstream from the promoter which stimulated and inhibited transcription. DNAse-1 footprinting experiments identified four upstream segments, designated F2, F4, F6 and F8, which bound L929 cell nuclear proteins. F2 and F4 mapped to stimulatory and F6 and F8 to inhibitory regions. Competition experiments using a heptanucleotide present in both F2 and F4 segments suggested that they may be bound by related factors. Gel shift assays showed that the F8 binding proteins are less abundant in L929 cells than in NIH 3T3 fibroblasts and B16 melanoma cells. In addition to the upstream segments, a downstream AP-1 consensus sequence bound L929 nuclear proteins. Mutation of the AP-1 consensus sequence eliminated binding of nuclear proteins and reduced transcriptional activity. Our results indicate that transcriptional activator as well as suppressor regions surround the NGF gene promoter. The regulation of NGF production is likely to involve cis elements within these regions and transacting factors that bind to them.